The usual answer is that for Aristotle logic is not a subject matter, but a tool to be used by any science. That's why his collection of logical works is called the OrganonGreek for tool. (The title is due to Alexander of Aphrodisias, ca. 200 CE.) These are the works included in the Organon, and their topics:
Categories terms

De Interpretatione statements
Prior Analytics theory of inference
Posterior Analytics the axiomatic structure of a science
Topics a manual of argumentation
De Soph. Elench. a manual on fallacies
The invention of logic
It's fair to say that Aristotle invented deductive logic. (That's not to say that no one had drawn inferences before Aristotle told them how to do so. Rather, he was the first to codify inferences into a system, and to create rules for distinguishing correct from incorrect inferences.)
Aristotle was justifiably proud of his creation. He even gives himself a pat on the back (SE, 183b34-184b7, Ackrill translation):
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Of our present subject, … it is not true to say that part had already been worked out and part had not: it did not exist at all. … On the subject of rhetoric much had been said long before, whereas regarding reasoning (sullogizesthai), we had nothing earlier to refer to, but we had to work things out over a long time by trial and error. If, therefore, when you look at it, this discipline seems to you in pretty good shape (considering the original conditions), when compared with other subjects which have grown up over the generations, then the only thing left for all of you who have followed the lectures is to pardon any omissions-and be heartily grateful for what has been discovered.
Aristotle's logic compared to contemporary logic
To one trained in post-Fregean first-order logic (quantification theory), Aristotle's syllogistic may seem a narrow, barren, and stultifying theory. But this is not so. To think this would be to wrongly blame Aristotle for the authority his teachings subsequently had bestowed upon them. 
Broad sense
Any piece of valid deductive reasoning-a syllogism is just a valid inference.
Narrow sense
A piece of deductive reasoning that fits a certain form: 3 statements of subjectpredicate form (2 premises and a conclusion), 3 terms (the "extremes" in the conclusion, the "middle" in each of the 2 premises).
In innumerable logic books, you will see something like this as an example of an Aristotelian syllogism:
All men are mortal Socrates is a man Therefore, Socrates is mortal.
This certainly counts as syllogism in the broad sense. But as an example of a syllogism in the narrow sense, it is wrong or at least misleading for several reasons.
• It contains a singular term ('Socrates')
• It consists of sentences (rather than sentence forms)
• It is couched as an argument, rather than a conditional statement (or, better, as an inference rule).
An example from Aristotle shows the difference (25b37-26a1):
"… if A is predicated of every B, and B of every C, then necessarily A is predicated of every C …. In the same way, if A is predicated of no B, and B of every C, then A will belong to no C."
In short, an Aristotelian syllogism is a rule that tells you when, given premises of a certain form, it is correct to draw a conclusion of a certain form. (Not everyone takes this view: some think a syllogism is just a certain kind of valid argument form; some think a syllogism is a necessarily true conditional statement form.)
The Anatomy of a Syllogism
• A deduction of a subject/predicate proposition from two premises.
• The conclusion takes the form P is predicated of * S where * is one of the term-operators 'every', 'no', 'some', or 'not every'.
• The premises are also subject/predicate propositions, each containing the same middle term M.
o Major premise: contains the terms P and M.
o Minor premise: contains the terms S and M.
• There are three figures (schêmata) of syllogisms, depending on which of the terms (S, P, M) are predicates and which are subjects in the premises.
